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Our

Mission and Vision
Mission
Island Mountain Development Group is a dynamic
Native American economic development corporation
dedicated to creating a self-sustaining economy by
striving to create opportunities for the Aaniiih
(Gros Ventre) and Nakoda (Assiniboine) Nations
through business, jobs and resource development.

Vision
The Island Mountain Development Group promotes
the values of generosity, trust, respect, discipline,
patience, sustainability and resilience. We are
devoted to and fully adhere to our Mission Statement
and the progress of the company in terms of these
core values to ensure we are serving the Aaniiih
(Gros Ventre) and Nakoda (Assiniboine) Nations to
the best of our abilities.

Prosperity

for Our People

Island Mountain Development Group (IMDG) serves
the Aaniiih (Gros Ventre) and Nakoda (Assiniboine)
Nations of the Fort Belknap Indian Community
(FBIC), Montana. As a for-profit Native American
economic development corporation, IMDG is
dedicated to creating a self-sustaining, local
economy through the business creation, job growth,
resource development, and economic expansion.
In 2020, IMDG significantly expanded their business
verticals resulting in job growth and increased
profits for reinvestment in the FBIC.
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Traditional Values
Island Mountain Development Group remains vested in
the values of our ancestors – Generosity, Trust, Respect,
Discipline, Patience, Sustainability, Resilience, Humility.
These values continue to show they are adaptable over
time.
Terry Brockie

Chief Executive Officer

From the CEO
Hello, my relatives!
As our community reflects back to the onset of
COVID-19 in early 2020, we did not realize how deeply
the pandemic would impact our people and the world.
Throughout the entire year, we encountered many
challenges, hardships, and perhaps permanently shifted
our society’s norms as we move toward the future.
Despite the uncertainty, we came together and created
new ways to approach employee safety and business
continuity. I am particularly proud of the perseverance
of our Island Mountain Development Group workforce.
At every level, adaptability became key to operational
resilience. Early in the pandemic IMDG transitioned to
remote work environments to combat the daily stress
of contracting a terrible virus. The move also provided
dignity for those grieving the loss of loved ones, and
flexibility for parents struggling with kids in a remote
school setting. Our workforce was amazing.
Despite many obstacles, IMDG remained missiondriven, striving to expand our economy, enhance
our communities, grow a diversified workforce, and
continuing to make contributions to our Nakoda and
Aaniiih Tribes of the Fort Belknap Indian Community.
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With the unknowns of a world pandemic, these values
became gifts from our ancestors to help guide us along
the circle of life when the path was difficult to see.
Just as wisdom from generations before sustained
our community through the pandemic, the discipline,
patience, resilience, sustainability, generosity, trust, and
humility that IMDG embraces is serving our community
today and generations yet to come.

A Strong Foundation for Sustainable Growth
Island Mountain Development Group operates with
a singular dedication to creating a self-sustaining
economy for the Fort Belknap Indian Community.
The Board of Directors and staff work diligently and
strategically to forward this mission through business
development, job creation, and resource development.
Through economic empowerment, we are breaking
cycles of poverty and restoring pride.
Every day I am inspired by the positive changes taking
root in our community. Among these are new, good
paying jobs, opportunities for micro-entrepreneurs, food
security, and efforts toward providing a path for home
ownership. These budding seeds of economic progress
demonstrate forward momentum on our promise to the
Aaniiih and Nakoda people to bring jobs and prosperity
to Fort Belknap. Still, there is much work ahead.
As a Native American corporation, IMDG’s approach
to economic development is informed by our cultural
values, which makes our company unique. “We” before
“I” is a core belief. Every decision made and every action
taken is done with the intention of raising the standard
of living for all members of our community.
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With a clear vision and unrelenting focus on the mission,
IMDG will continue to drive economic development that
is sound and sustainable for our people today – and for
future generations.

A Diverse and Growing Business Portfolio
IMDG’s economic development strategy is two-fold:
First, continue to develop our the following four business
with associated revenue streams. Second, to expand
and diversify the asset base through acquisition.
Fundamental to this strategy is maximizing the talents
of Aaniiih, Nakoda, and other Native American
employees within the corporate structure.
GVA Holdings, LLC, is IMDG’s flagship a part of the
previous enterprise. A Small Dollar Credit [SDC] provider,
GVA Holdings offers solutions to help address scarcity
in credit for populations who experience barriers to
inclusion in the mainstream banking system.
GVA employs a significant and growing number of Tribal
Members with opportunities for career advancement.
Fintech operations provide revenue for investment on
FBIC as well as for capital asset expansion.
Creating affordable housing on the Fort Belknap Indian
Community is a primary goal. Island Mountain Real
Estate Holdings is working to create new residential
developments on the FBIC.

Together, the partners are eligible to receive 8(a) sole
source contracts up to $100M.

Building on Success
As I reflect on the past year, I am deeply grateful for our
workforce, our Board of Directors, and the leadership
team for their tenacity and courage through an
unprecedented time. Our resilience as a people was
tested. We did not break – we flourished.
This same spirit of determination has positioned IMDG
as an economic leader in our community and the region.
With a new level of confidence, we forge ahead
expanding our businesses and developing new
economic opportunities that meet and exceed
performance-based metrics.
We have never been more confident in the ability of
IMDG to deliver our mission to create a self-sustaining
economy on the FBIC. Thank you for your trust and
belief in IMDG. With an unwavering commitment to the
Aaniiih and Nakoda People, we promise to earn that
trust every day.
Respectfully

Terry Brockie
Chief Executive Officer

Located in Billings, Montana, Classic Design Homes and
its subdivision, Legacy West, are examples of leveraging
profits from off-reservation projects to create long-term
revenue sources for investment on the FBIC.
Buffalo Horse, Inc. a 100% Tribally owned, Indian
Economic Enterprise, 8(a) Certified and SBA Certified
Small Disadvantaged Business, provides custom
contracting solutions for government agencies and
private entities. In 2020, Buffalo Horse formed a new
joint venture partnership with Heartland Consulting
called Heartlands Joint Venture.
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COVID-19:

Impacts. Response. Recovery.

In a year characterized by global disruptions
caused by the pandemic, Island Mountain
Development Group took a conservative approach
to business operations and employee safety.
Operational Resilience

Business Continuity during COVID-19

In the early stages, maintaining operational resilience was
a high priority. The leadership team closely monitored the
pandemic’s impact to the larger economy as well as the
federal government’s stimulus response. IMDG was able
to pivot in real time to continually changing markets while
also ensuring a consumer-centric approach in our response.
Our ability to accurately forecast the pandemic’s impacts to
business was crucial, and we believe this helped drive an
extremely successful year for the corporation.

In 2020, IMDG built resilient revenue streams and operations
from countless hours of analyzing the organization,
understanding threats that may negatively impact operations,
identifying solutions, and finding more resilient opportunities.

Employee Safety
The health and safety of our employees and community
members is our number one priority. IMDG enacted strong
safety protocols to ensure employee wellbeing and
operational continuity. All staff, including contact center staff,
were transitioned to work remotely. Each employee was
equipped with a laptop, network access, and secure VPN
technology to access critical systems. IMDG offices remained
closed through the remainder of 2020. IMDG enforced all
restrictions and safety measures set out by the Fort Belknap
Indian Community Resolution for the Hays Corporate
Headquarters. The IMDG Billings Corporate office continued
to follow Montana restrictions and safety measures.

COVID-19 and Employee Communications
Island Mountain Development Group actively monitored
and observed the spread of the Coronavirus beginning in
the earliest stages. The leadership team took swift action to
educate employees on preventive measures to adhere to
in the workplace. Information was communicated through
the company’s internal HR platform, which is IMDG’s most
effective communication tool.

IMDG identified and prioritized functions deemed essential to
operations including:
• Decision-making resources that would allow
organizational priorities to prosper.
• Business impact analysis on an ongoing basis
including: risk assessment, risk mitigation, continuity,
and recovery strategies.
• Priority primary services and functions that support
the company’s mission, vision, and goals.
• Legal compliance into contingency planning.

Federal Policy Advocacy and Outreach
In March 2020, U.S. Government passed the Coronavirus
Aid, Relief, and Economic Security [CARES] Act. Island
Mountain Development Group advocated for Tribal inclusion
in the CARES Act and the consolidated Appropriations
Act regarding governmental and business relief matters.
IMDG participated in numerous Treasury sessions, engaged
continuously with multiple Congressional and Treasury staff
members for guidance, and provided comments on allocation
methodologies.

Resilience • Safety • Continuity • Communication • Advocacy
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High School

Internship Program

Island Mountain Development Group established a High
School Internship Program for students in FBIC. The program
helps young people develop leadership skills and workforce
readiness. A key aspect of the internship is to teach students
Tribal values of generosity, sustainability, and resilience.
Students are selected through an application and interview
process. Selected participants are assigned to one of IMDG’s
multiple businesses to work within a specific department
under a mentor. Career paths may include front office,
finance, research and development, public relations, facilities
management, information technology, human resources and
compliance, and kitchen/housekeeping management.
Participants are introduced to the concepts of workplace
communication, management, and technology with real life
experiences that strengthen their resumes.
In 2020, the Internship Program was paused due to
restrictions and safety measures issues by the Fort Belknap
Indian Community Resolution in response to COVID-19.
Once restrictions have been lifted and it is safe to return to
the workplace, IMDG will reinvigorate this highly anticipated
program.

Be Part of
Something
Extraordinary

We have amazing employees doing incredible work because
they share IMDG’s vision and imission. Many who started
their career with IMDG have been moved into higher level
positions through mentoring and career development. IMDG
has multiple business verticals across a variety of key industry
sectors, which we are continuing to expand.
As we grow, our ability to lift our people increases. We have
a long way to go to achieve our mission, but we continue
forward with a razor focus on success. If you are seeking an
opportunity for a career with true impact, we encourage you
to explore opportunities within Island Mountain Development
Group’s suite of for-profit businesses and non-profit
organizations.

If you are seeking a career with true
impact, explore IMDG and be part of
something extraordinary.
Learn more:
islandmtn.com/careers/

Exploring Careers with Island Mountain Development Group
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Finance
Research & Development
Public Relations
Facilities Maintenance
Information Technology
Human Resources
Compliance
Kitchen / Housekeeping Management
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Economic Gains
Job Growth
More than 453 jobs
result directly and indirectly
from IMDG activities

2009 | 1

2011 | 7

2017 | 126

These jobs amount to
2018 | 151

2020 | 330

2020
$23.2M

Payroll + Benefits

2017
$4.8M

2019
$16.8M
2018
$8.6M

$ 310,669
$ 594,684
$1,160,000

DONATE

Commitment to Higher Education
In 2020, Island Mountain Development
Group awarded 26 scholarships to
students attending 10 different colleges
and universities.
*Source: IMDG Economic Contribution Report 2020
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$42.2 million in final goods and
services production
$66.1 million in added gross output

Donations + Sponsorships
2017
2018
2019

$35.3 million

in disposable income

Supporting a population of almost 582 people,
including 30 working-age adult members of the labor
force; between 2013 and 2020 IMDG provided
almost $4.8 million in profit sharing with the
Fort Belknap Indian Community
*Source: The Economic Contribution of the Island Mountain
Development Group 2020, prepared by the Bureau of Business
and Economic Research, University of Montana.
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Island Mountain
Development Group

Scholarship Fund

We recognize the importance of investing in education for our Tribal Members. The Island Mountain Development Group
Scholarship Fund was created to support post-secondary educational opportunities.
In 2020, Island Mountain Development Group awarded scholarships to the following Tribal Members:
		Name: 			College:
		

Vernon B Hawley		

MSU Billings

		

Kenneth J. Wilke		

MSU Bozeman

		

Abdean A. Belgarde		

University of Idaho

		Darcy J. Azure			MSU Northern
		

David J. Crasco			

Aaniiih Nakoda College

		

Jessica K. Cochran		

MSU Bozeman

		

Bryce L. Stiffarm			

Aaniiih Nakoda College

		

Hunter D. Gray			

Aaniiih Nakoda College

		

Quilanna R. Cheff		

Salish Kootenai College

		

Sage R. Plumage		

University of Montana-Missoula

		

Jacqueline L. Smith		

Eastern Washington University

		

Shauntae M St. Clair		

MSU Northern

		

Makayla M. Camel		

MSU Bozeman

		

Vanessa M. Horn		

MSU Billings

		

Eleesha A. Bell			

Aaniiih Nakoda College

		

Brandon S. Longfox		

Aaniiih Nakoda College

		

Jarrett J. Azure			

University of Montana-Missoula

		

Corbin R. Brockie		

Aaniiih Nakoda College

		Megan Lodge			MSU Northern
		Kolton Bishop			Aaniiih Nakoda College
		Xavier Hawley			Aaniiih Nakoda College
		Koda L. Cochran		MSU Northern
		

Thomeya Doney-Giago		

Ogalala Lakota College

		

Tyrell C. Racine			

MSU Billings City College

		

Daniel F. First Raised		

MSU Northern

		

Meriah Horseman		

University of Montana-Missoula
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Corporate Governance

Framework + Structure

Tribal Alliances

Fort Belknap Indian Community [FBIC]
A Sovereign Nation comprised of the Aaniiih (Gros Ventre) and
Nakoda (Assiniboine) Nations.
Fort Belknap Indian Community Council [FBICC]
Tribal Government
Elected by FBIC Tribal Members, the FBICC has the duty to
protect the health, security, and general welfare of the Fort
Belknap Indian Community.
Island Mountain Development Group [IMDG]
Created through the FBIC corporate charter, Island Mountain
Development Group is an autonomous, for-profit economic
development corporation entrusted to serve the FBIC.
Opposite: This Venn diagram illustrates the interrelationship
between For Belknap Tribal Members, Fort Belknap Indian
Community Council, Island Mountain Development Group and
IMDG subsidiaries.
IMDG remains dedicated to creating a self-sustaining
economy on FBIC by generating business opportunities,
resource development, job creation, supporting health and
wellness initiatives, increasing access to capital, and providing
a pathway to home ownership.

IMDG Internal Structure
Board of Directors
Chief Executive Officer
Executive Team
Management
Employees
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Many Companies, One Focus.
Creating a Self-Sustaining Economy from Within

For the Benefit of
Fort Belknap Indian
Community Tribal Members
Jobs / Affordable Housing
Solutions / Access to
Capital / Mortgage Lending

Fort Belknap
Indian Community
Council Tribal

Hays, Montana

Billings, Montana

GVA Holdings LLC
Operations and Contact Centers
Hays, Montana
Billings, Montana

Hays, Montana

Headquarters
Hays, Montana

Hays, Montana
Washington, DC

Hays, Montana

Billings, Montana
Hays, Montana
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2020: Building A Strong
Foundation for Sustainable
Growth
Island Mountain Development Group operates with a
singular dedication to creating a self-sustaining economy
for the Fort Belknap Indian Community. Innovation and
investment in diverse industries both on and off the Fort
Belknap Reservation are driving economic growth.
Businesses under the IMDG umbrella operate
independently. Collectively, these businesses are
contributing to economic prosperity through job
creation, education, creating access to capital, building
a path to home ownership on FBIC, cultural preservation
and language revitalization, and improving the health
and wellness of Tribal Members.

4 Pillars of
Native American
Economic Development
Decision-Making

Sovereignty

Sustainability

Cultural Equity

Strategic Alignment
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For Profit Companies
GVA Holdings, LLC
Providing a Critical Lifeline for People with Barriers to Mainstream Credit
Small Dollar Credit [SDC] lending plays a critical role in the nation’s economy. Short term, small dollar installment-based loans
are one category within the SDC market.
Fort Belknap Indian Community owns and operates three short-term, small-dollar installment-based lending portfolios.
These SDC loans offer a solution to help address scarcity in credit for “unbanked,” “underbanked,” and subprime credit
populations who experience significant barriers to inclusion in the mainstream banking system.
Island Mountain Development Group administers these portfolios on behalf of FBIC. IMDG also manages three contact centers,
one located at IMDG’s headquarters in Hays a second in Billings, and the third in Havre.
The contact centers employ a significant number of Tribal Members. Contact center jobs offer a competitive wage plus
generous benefits package and education tuition assistance – a welcome economic benefit for Tribal Members living
on a reservation where unemployment hovers at 34%.
Staying true to the company’s mission, profits generated by operations are reinvested into a growing
portfolio of diverse business verticals. These verticals provide essential jobs, facilitate culturally
responsible resource development, and stimulate the economy on FBIC.

Chris Biewer
General Manager
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Island Mountain Real Estate Holdings
Creating Affordable Housing on the
Fort Belknap Indian Community
Island Mountain Development Group is committed to
achieving affordable housing on the Fort Belknap Indian
Reservation for Tribal Members. To address this need, IMDG
is, creating educational and financial pathways to help Tribal
Members obtain a home mortgage. IMDG is, assisting with the
creation of new residential developments and opportunities to
remediate existing home structures.

Fort Belknap Housing Opportunities
IMDG is working with the Tribal Lands Department to identify
lands suitable for residential development on the southern,
northeastern, and northern sections of Fort Belknap. This work
includes building infrastructure and homesite development
planning.
In 2020, IMDG used HAZMAT grant funds to inspect three
vacant homes in Fort Belknap, and sample airport runway
homes with the goal of identifying the most feasible
acquisition and remediation units.
IMDG also committed to supplementing a portion of the
leverage contribution funding to the Eagle Valley Housing
project and work jointly with the Fort Belknap Tribal Housing
Authority (FBTHA) on residential development.

Financial Education and Capacity Building

Efforts to develop affordable housing units on the Fort
Belknap Reservation are taking place in concert with IMDG’s
work toward financial education and building mortgage
lending capacity for Tribal Members. Montana Native
Growth Fund, a new non-profit Native American Community
Development Financial Development corporation located in
Hays, has been established as the financial education and
lending services organization under IMDG.
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Sean Henderson
Real Estate Development Officer
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Montana’s Premier Design/Build Firm
Island Mountain Development Group’s investment in Classic
Design Homes (CDH) and Legacy West subdivision is an
example of leveraging profits from off-reservation projects to
create long-term revenue sources for investment on the Fort
Belknap Indian Community [FBIC].
In 2019, Island Mountain Development Group acquired CDH,
a custom homebuilding and construction company, and
Legacy West subdivision, located in Billings, Montana.
The strategy behind the investment is for CDH to penetrate
the real estate development market in Billings and become
the a primary developer of large-scale residential projects.
Simultaneously, CDH will develop commercial real estate
projects to diversify its real estate portfolio.

A Beautifully Planned
Residential Community
Legacy West is a new, 26-acre luxury subdivision located
in the highly desirable Westend of Billings. Classic Design
Homes is the exclusive design/build firm at Legacy West,
ensuring every residence is customized for the client and built
to the highest standard.

Island Mountain Development Group intends to leverage
profits from initial projects to build capacity for investment
on a larger scale, in both residential development and
commercial projects.

St. Jude
Dream Home Giveaway
Generosity is a Fundamental Belief of the
Aaniiih and Nakoda Tribes
Doug Wild, CPBD
General Manager

Giving back to the community is a core tenet of Island
Mountain Development Group and Classic Design Homes.
Since 2019, Classic Design Homes has been honored to
sponsor and build the St. Jude Dream Home Giveaway in
Billings, Montana. All time and materials are 100% donated,
and proceeds from the giveaway are go to St. Jude Children’s
Research Hospital.
Visit cdhmontana.com to learn more.
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Innovative and Intelligent
Contracting Solutions
Buffalo Horse, Inc. provides custom contracting solutions for
government agencies and private entities across a broad
spectrum of specialty services. Buffalo Horse maintains
the highest ethical standards while supplying expertise at
competitive and best value pricing.
Managed by an experienced, security-vetted team of
professionals, the company has a proven track record of
successful project delivery in the following areas:
• Security
• Intelligence Support
• Specialized Construction
• Administrative Professional Support Services
• Administrative and General Management Consulting
Services
• Professional Financial / Budget Consulting Services
• Call Center / Help Desk Support
• Cybersecurity
• Professional Service – Environmental Remediation
Engineers
• IT Services

JOINT VENTURE

In 2020, Buffalo Horse, Inc. formed a new joint venture
partnership with Heartland Consulting called: Heartlands
Joint Venture.
Heartlands Joint Venture is 8(a) certified by the Small Business
Administration. The joint venture boasts eligibility to receive
8(a), sole-source contracts up to $100M – streamlining
procurements, reducing bureaucracy, and maximizing
resources throughout government support services.
These businesses are 100% tribally owned and an Indian
Econ. Enterprise.
The 8(a) Certification and SBA Certified Small Business
Disadvantaged Business allow greater access to lucrative
government contracts,
Visit buffalohorseinc.com to learn more.

• Access Control

Felix M. McGowan
General Manager
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Quality Construction and
Engineering Services
Snake Butte Construction Company is a Tribally owned and
operated construction company. Licensed and bonded,
Snake Butte Construction provides professional construction
and construction-related services including:
• General Construction
• Design/Build
• Construction + Project Management
• Construction Management Services
• Accuracy Checks for Cost Estimates
• Constructability Reviews
• Schedule / Budget Evaluations
• Structure Bid Packages
• Engineering Services
• Electrical Engineering
• Mechanical Engineering

Innovative IT Solutions
Spirit Box Technologies provides IT solutions for small, mid,
and large enterprises. The team includes Tribal Members who
have graduated from Aaniiih Nakoda College located on Fort
Belknap Reservation.
Spirit Box is provides excellent customer experience while
ensuring resource development and job creation for the
Aaniiih and Nakoda Nations.
Spirit Box Technologies capabilities include:
• Federal Reseller
• Hub Zone Certified
• Network Design and Install
• Computer Troubleshooting
• Computer Setup
• Professional Development

• Civil Engineering
Snake Butte Construction meets all HubZone and 8(a)
regulatory requirements through a joint venture with Rock
Gap Engineering.

Delvin Ereaux
General Manager

James Flansburg
Chief Technology
Development Officer
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Non-Profit Organizations
Client Services

Building Strong, Sustainable,
Indigenous Communities
In 2020, Island Mountain Development Group established
Montana Native Growth Fund (MNGF) a Native American
Community Development Financial Institution. MNGF’s
mission is to promote sustainable Tribal homeownership by
offering culturally empowered financial education along with
access to credit and loans that build capacity.
Lack of housing and homeownership opportunities in Indian
Country has contributed to persistent poverty, negatively
impacting the physical, financial, and spiritual health of
Indigenous People.
Today, advancements in Tribal economies are creating
new jobs, giving Tribal Members the chance to move away
from poverty. Still, many Native communities do not have
access to credit and long-term capital necessary to build the
financial capacity for homeownership.
Montana Native Growth Fund solves this problem by
offering life-building capital along with financial education,
including the fundamentals of credit and steps to achieving
homeownership.
Most importantly, MNGF honors Aaniiih and Nakoda cultural
values while encouraging a mindset of self-sufficiency
through wise financial management.
Visit nativegrowth.org to learn more.

Tonya Plummer
Executive Director
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Solving a Critical Need for
Childcare and Revitalizing
the Aaniiih and Nakoda Languages
Island Mountain Development Group honors the Tribes’
traditional values and cultural heritage.
In 2019, the IMDG Board of Directors passed a resolution
supporting the ANA Native American Language Preservation
and Maintenance – Esther Martinez Immersion Grant
(ANA-NALPM-EMI). IMDG partnered with the Nakoda Aaniiih
Economic Development Corporation (NAEDC), a Fort Belknap
non-profit corporation, to administer the ANA Grant. In 2020
Life’s Language Lodge was established.
Childcare options on FBIC have been limited, creating a
barrier to employee recruitment and retention. IMDG created
a plan that addresses the need for childcare and the desire to
revitalize Native languages.

Nakoda Aaniiih Economic
Development Corporation
Mission: To Promote a Thriving Cultural
and Sustainable Economy on the
Fort Belknap Reservation
The Nakoda Aaniiih Ecoomic Development Corporation
(NAEDC) is a not-for-profit Native American economic
development corporation. Established in 2014 by the Fort
Belknap Indian Community Council, NAEDC’s mission is
to strengthen the Fort Belknap Indian Community through
entrepreneurship, job growth, and community development.
NAEDC networks extensively with community grass roots
volunteers, Tribal programs, and non-profit organizations to
improve economic conditions in four key areas:
• Tourism
• Language Revitalization

“Language is Healing”

• Native Food Sovereignty

Located on the IMDG campus in Hays, Life’s Language Lodge
is a unique childcare option built upon the languages and
cultures of the Aaniiih and Nakoda People. As a language
nest, Life’s Language Lodge provides language immersion
for children 0-5 years of age. This early childhood immersion
effort is helping to preserve, restore, and maintain Indigenous
languages on the Fort Belknap Reservation.

• Community-based Entrepreneurship

Visit lifeslanglodge.com to learn more.

NAEDC takes a proactive approach in helping to
create profitable, self-sustaining businesses and longterm employment opportunities. These efforts include
providing training and financial assistance to current and
aspiring low-income entrepreneurs. NAEDC serves as a
strategic community partner to address the high levels of
unemployment and poverty on the Reservation as well as
force to combat community deterioration.
Visit fortbelknapcedc.org to learn more

Randall Werk
Executive Director

Leslie Cliff
Executive Director
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Supporting Our
People, Our
Communities,
Our Nations

Island Mountain Development Group also works to address
critical needs on FBIC. One such area is the chronic shortage
of healthcare services.
In 2020, IMDG collaborated with multiple stakeholders to
develop a Comprehensive Health Plan to forward innovative
and actionable solutions to FBIC’s healthcare delivery
challenges.

Through effective resource management and economic
initiatives, Island Mountain Development Group makes
positive impacts in the FBIC economically, socially, and
culturally. We are committed to doing even more.
With a relentless focus on growing profitability for
reinvestment, Island Mountain Development Group operates
at the forefront of emerging market opportunities. Our
Leadership Team continually surveys for new business sectors
which align with our company’s strategic objectives
to add to our growing portfolio.

The plan identifies care priorities as: Intensive Outpatient
Treatment Model, Behavioral Health/Mental Health Services,
Primary Care, Dialysis Care, Physical Therapy, Special
Procedures (Telemedicine), and various other services to
accommodate these direct services.
IMDG has prioritized health and wellness and is working
with other stakeholders to bring holistic, integrated care with
wraparound services to FBIC in 2021.

Aaniiih and Nakoda Heritage:
Indian Relocation
Act – Remaining
Tribal Lands
Ceded to
U.S. Government

1851
Gros Ventre
and Assiniboine
Tribes join
other tribes in
signing Treaty
of Fort Laramie,
greatly restricting
Territorial Lands
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1856

Current
Reservation
boundaries
established

1888
Fort Belknap
Indian Reservation
established
by Act
of Congress

1896

Island Mountain
Development Group
(IMDG) established
by Aaniiih
(Gros Ventre)
and Nakoda
(Assiniboine) Tribes
1 employee

Tribal Members
adopt a
constitution

1934
Tribal Members
accept Indian
Reorganization Act
of 1934

1935

1937
Tribal Members
adopt corporate
charter

2009

2011
IMDG Starts
eCommerce
Lending –
7 employees
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Creating Value on the Fort Belknap
Indian Community
• Social Value: Building a healthy, culturally rich,
indigenous society

• Economic Value: Contributing to a self-sustaining economy
and prosperity by creating an operating platform that drives
economic development

• Trust Value: Earning the trust of Tribal Members, Fort 		
Belknap Indian Community Council, employees, and other
key stakeholders through strong business development
and transparent systems and structures

IMDG
establishes Snake
Butte Construction

2013

IMDG
acquired Classic
Design Homes
and Legacy West
Subdivision –
employs 226 people

IMDG
employs 126
people

2013
IMDG
establishes
Spirit Box
Technologies

2017

2018
IMDG
employs 151
people

2019

IMDG
established
Montana Native
Growth Fund

2020
IMDG
assumed
management of
Buffalo Horse, Inc.

2020

IMDG
employs 330
people

2020

2020

IMDG
addresses
childcare needs
and language
revitalization
through Life’s
Language Lodge
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James Flansburg

Chief Technology Development Officer
Spirit Box Technology
Years of Service: 6
“My education comes from Aaniih Nakoda
College where I received an associate’s degree
in Computer Information Systems, I received my
bachelor’s degree in CIS from MSU Northern. My
master’s degree in Technology Management from
Colorado State University.
“When I first came to IMDG I was tasked with
getting cybersecurity up to speed and getting a
team together to support IMDG business ventures.
At that time the company had around 36
employees. I enjoy working at IMDG because of
the teamwork and intellectual freedom to seek
business opportunities and share ideas for growth.
“As a young man growing up on the southern end
of the reservation there was little to no opportunity
except seasonal work. The creation of IMDG
changed the whole ecosystem here. Where there
was little hope now I see people working and
paving a pathway to a better life for their families.
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Mari Ereaux

Project Manager
Administration
Years of Service: 5
“I enjoy working for IMDG. They are supportive
of their employees and have helped me in my
professional development. I started working for
IMDG during my first year of college. They worked
with my schedule since day one. In 2021 I received
my bachelor’s degree in Business Administration
from MSU Northern. After receiving my degree, I was
offered a new position assisting the Tribe with the
transition of Aaniiih Nakoda Integrated Behavioral
Health. I’m thankful for the opportunity to expand my
professional growth.”
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The People

Who Drive Our Success

IMDG 2020 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Tracy “Ching” King

Kenneth “Tuffy” Helgeson

Chris “Smiley” Gardipee

Ramona Horn

John Hawley

Harold “Jiggs” Main

Board Chair

Board Member

Vice Chairman

Board Member

Secretary/Treasurer

Board Member
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Aaniiih and
Nakoda Heritage
For thousands of years, the Aaniiih (Gros Ventre) and
Nakoda (Assiniboine) Tribes were nomadic hunters and
warriors who depended on buffalo for food, clothing,
and shelter.
The introduction of the horse to North America in the late
1540s facilitated the ability of the Tribes to move within
their vast ancestral territories. By the early 1700s, the
Tribes migrated westward to what is now Montana and
Canada in search of new hunting grounds.
The Aaniiih and Nakoda Tribes had a rich oral tradition,
relying on their verbal language to preserve their history
and pass their customs, rituals, and legends down from
generation to generation.
As Euro Americans continued migrating west to
homestead, more Native American hunting grounds
were taken away.

Franklin Curtis Doney Jr.
Tier One Technician
Information Security
Years of Service: 7

“I am one of the IT specialists for the Hays Call
Center, and one of my main tasks is to keep the
workflow of the center going. Finding a job at Island
Mountain soon after finishing my degree at Aaniih
Nakoda College was a blessing. I really enjoy my job
for it has allowed me to spread my wings and learn
so much more, and I get to meet and work with so
many nice people. Having a work site so close to
home has allowed me to take care of my family thru
the good times and the bad. I will always be grateful
to Island Mountain for allowing me to grow so much
as an individual.”
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Fort Belknap Reservation
In 1851, the Aaniiih and Nakoda Tribes joined other
Tribes in signing the Fort Laramie Treaty which greatly
restricted their territorial lands.
In 1888, the remaining land was ceded to the US
Government. The Aaniiih and Nakoda people were
forced to move onto the Fort Belknap Indian Reservation
situated in a remote area of north central Montana.
This forced relocation obliterated the Tribes’ indigenous
way of life. Families suffered. Children were forcibly
taken away to boarding school to receive education that
contradicted Native beliefs.
The Aaniiih and Nakoda cultures eroded, their languages
nearly extinguished – and with it their oral history.
Cycle of Poverty
For generations the oppression continued. Economic
development was not possible on the reservation.
Reservation lands are held “in Trust” by the Federal
Government. Under the Trust, Tribes have the ability to
form their own government, but the Federal Government
places limitations on how the land may be used,
particularly with regard to mortgages.
Moreover, Tribes have no authority to use the land as
collateral for loans or investment. As a result, there
was no economic stimulus on the reservation. Instead,
generational poverty became the norm fueled by high
unemployment, barriers to higher education,
substandard housing, lack of infrastructure,
or access to basic services. Geographic
isolation contributed to the dearth
of economic vitality.
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A New Generation:

Taking our Rightful Seat at the Table
As a sovereign nation, Fort Belknap Indian Community has the right and the responsibility to self-government and to
the creation and promotion of economic development for the benefit of Tribal Members.
In 2009, Island Mountain Development Group was established by the Gros Ventre and Assiniboine Nations of the
FBIC to be the autonomous economic development arm.
The FBIC Tribal Council hired a single employee who was tasked with initiating business ventures that would create
jobs on FBIC. The second task expanded and diversified IMDG’s holdings in order to grow multiple revenue streams
which can be re-invested in FBIC.
In 2011 IMDG launched GVA Holdings, a lending company offering small dollar credit products online. The business
employed seven people working in the Hays call center. Today, IMDG employs 330 people who work across multiple
for profit companies and non-profit organizations.

For the first time in more than 130
years, the Aaniiih and Nakoda Nations
hold the power to fundamentally and
forever change life on the Fort Belknap
Indian Community.
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“We” before “I”
Native American Hierarachy of Needs

Maslow’s hierarchy of needs is a psychological theory that uses a five-tier model to depict human needs and
motivation. Presented as a pyramid, the lowest level represents basic needs such as food and shelter. As basic
needs are met, humans progress up to the next tier in sequence until finally reaching Self-Actualization.

IMDG’s mission is to support FBIC’s
progression from basic needs to
true self determination. This process
honors and embraces traditional Tribal
values while building a sense of unity
of purpose and equality among all.
In Native culture, the benefit of the group
outweighs the benefit for the individual.
Equality is a fundamental tenet with the
Tribe working together for the benefit of all.
Applying Maslow’s hierarchy of needs to
the Native community requires a different
interpretation of motivation. While basic human
needs are still at the lowest level, the pyramid
illustrates the cultural value of Tribal Members
working together to raise the standard of
living for all with true self-determination as a
sovereign people as the highest goal.
This diagram applies Maslow’s hierarachy of
needs to the Native American Community.
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Empowerment

Realize Full Potential
of all Tribal Members

Resiliency

Cultural Responsibility

Trust

Feeling of Kinship

Hope

Raise Standard of Living

Need

Basic Life Essentials
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Self-Actualization
Self-Esteem
Love/Belonging
Safety
Physiological Needs

True Self
Determination as
a Sovereign People
Confidence,
Achievement,
Respect of Others

Economic Prosperity for All
Time for Culture + Creativity
Acceptance – Lack of Prejudice

Strengthen value-based Culture and
Language Revitalization

Family, Friendship
Sense of Connection with
Others, Inclusion

Growth of Member-owned Businesses
Develop of Housing on FBIC
Create Pathway to Home Ownership
on the Reservation

Health, Employment,
Family Social Stability

Grow Employment Opportunities
Improve Healthcare
Improve Senior Care

Food, Water, Shelter,
Clothing, Energy, Rest

Tribal Cultural Values
Free Will to
Tribes

Equality
Measured Thought

“We” before “I”
Humility

Respect for the Earth

Create Good Paying Jobs
Access to Higher Education
Invest in Food Sovereignty
Profit Sharing, Donations,
Scholarships

Generosity

Food is Life

Island Mountain Development Group
Mission: To Create a Self-Sustaining Economy on FBIC
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Dana Pyette

Chief Financial Officer

From the CFO
Island Mountain Development Group’s mission to provide
self-sustaining economic benefits for the Aaniiih and Nakoda
people was never more critical than during the past year as we
faced the COVID-19 global pandemic.
During 2020, worker safety and maintaining operational
resilience were top priorities. The Executive Team immediately
launched a crisis response plan transitioning all staff to remote
work environments. This migration took a herculean effort to
ensure proper security protocols and technology deployment
across the workforce with no negative effect on day-to-day
business. I am deeply grateful to every employee whose
commitment and tenacity made this achievement possible.
Financial Growth and Investment
Despite the global pandemic, IMDG delivered exceptional
financial growth while continuing to accelerate investments in
diversification, asset generation, and operational capacity. These
achievements provide value to the people and economy of the
Fort Belknap Indian Community as demonstrated by:

• Ten years of consecutive revenue growth
• A 174% increase in consolidated revenues between
2019 and 2020
• Payroll and benefits totaling $23M – affirming
IMDG’s
commitment to workforce growth and development
• Eight consecutive unmodified audit opinions with
no audit findings
MDG’s Large Scale Economic Impacts
While these financial milestones are noteworthy, IMDG’s true
value is in creating measurable, significant economic impacts in
the FBIC and across Montana. This is not hyperbole but a reality
that is validated by the results of an economic impact study
performed in 2020 by the Bureau of Business and Economic
Research (BBER), University of Montana.
The study goes on to state that “these estimates constitute a
conservative measure of the additional economic benefits that
regional households, businesses and governments ultimately
derive from IMDG.”
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Forward Momentum
In positioning for the future, IMDG remains resolute in
strengthening our economic model to provide for investment into
diversification and growth. This strategy translates directly into
increased revenue generation, higher profitability, and greater
returns on invested capital.
Clearly defined growth strategies further our ability to manage
risk and secure the necessary resources to achieve specific
long-term objectives. We remain good stewards of shareholder
capital and deploy that capital with balance and discipline.
In 2021, our capital investment priorities are:

• Investment in existing businesses to drive organic
growth.
• Investment in business diversification to balance risk
and reward and ensure the long-term sustainability
of IMDG.
• Investment in profitable assets to increase revenues
and ensure access to capital for the corporation.
• Acquire new businesses that are a strategic, cultural,
and financial fit.
• Generate increased return on investment.
As we look ahead, IMDG is well positioned for increased growth
and revenues going into 2021.
I would like to express my gratitude to the Board, CEO and all the
employees of IMDG who make what we do possible every day.
The leadership and vision in this organization is evident at every
level. I am incredibly grateful and humbled to be a part of the
IMDG mission and am excited for what the future holds for
the Aaniiih and Nakoda people.

Dana Pyette

Chief Financial Officer
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Native American
Values and Giving Back
Island Mountain Development Group embraces Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) as a fundamental principle.
this commitment is actionable through the social, ethical, legal, and economic actions of the company.
Corporate Social Responsibility also aligns with traditional Native American values of generosity, trust, and equality.
IMDG’s leadership holds the company and its subsidiaries accountable for impacts on staff, Tribal Members, the Tribal
Council, the FBIC community, the greater public and local environments.

Pledging To Do More

IMDG Framework for Corporate Social Responsibility

Generosity and
giving back to the
community to improve
the quality of life are core
tenets of IMDG.

Generosity

Priority 4: Philanthropic

Island Mountain Development Group
embraces traditional Tribal values
of trust, respect, discipline, patience,
sustainability, and resilience.

Trust

Priority 3: Ethical

Island Mountain Development Group
serves as the economic development arm of
Fort Belknap Indian Community, a sovereign nation,
and adheres to all FBIC rules, laws, and regulations.

Soverinty

Priority 2: Lawful

“We” Before “I”

Priority 1: Economic
Prosperity

This graphic is based on the four-level “pyramid of corporate social responsibilities”
model created by Archie Carroll.
Archie B. Carroll, Ph.D., served for 40 years on the faculty of the Terry College of Business, University of Georgia. Dr. Carroll published a four-part definition of
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) in 1979. In 1991, he expanded the definition and used a pyramid to illustrate the building block character of the four-part framework.
Dr. Carroll has published over 100 articles in leading management journals and over 20 books.
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Tia Zander

Oliver Building, Billings, MT

Account Management Representative
GVA Holdings, LLC
Years of Service: 2
“I am an Account Management Representative for GVA
Holdings and am also pursuing a bachelor’s degree in Business
Administration from MSU Northern. I enjoy working for IMDG
because of the benefits and because I’m able to work from home.
My job is helping me to develop new skills to advance my career in
the future.”
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